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A short proof is given of the following conjecture of Mint, proved in 1973 by 
Brhgman. Let A be a n x n - (0, I)-matrix with ri ones in row i. Then 
per A S ny=, r,!l17i. 
1. lNTR0~ucTloN 
Let A = (Q) be a nonnegative n x n matrix. The permanent per A is by 
definition 
per A = C fi aiv, , 
veSti i=l 
where S, is the set of all permutations on {I,..., n}. Mint [3] conjectured and 
Bregman [I] proved the following upper bound for permanents of (0, I)- 
matrices A : 
here ri is the number of ones in row i of A. In his proof Bregman uses the 
duality theorem of convex programming and some theory on doubly stochas- 
tic matrices. We give a short proof of his result using only elementary 
counting and the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA. If tl ,..., t, are nonnegative real numbers then 
t 
t1 + ... + t, tl+“‘+tr < p1 ... tt’ 
r 1 ’ 1 r. 
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Proof. Taking logarithms of both sides and dividing by Y we have to show 
i 
t, log t1 + AL++>) log ( *1+ ‘1. it-) < ___ ... + t, log t, ____ 
r > 
which is true by the convexity of the function x log X. 1 
Our proof is based on the nice last step of Bregman’s proof. In Section 3 
we discuss some generalizations of the upper bound to arbitrary nonnegative 
matrices. 
We use the notation Aij for the minor obtained from A by deleting row i 
and column,i. Furthermore O” = 1 and O!l/O = 0. For a survey on bounds 
for permanents we refer to Van Lint [2], p. 5462. 
2. MING'S CONJECTURE 
We give an elementary proof of the following theorem of Brtgman [I]. 
THEOREM. (Mint’s conjecture [3], Bregman [I]). Let A be a n x r’l - 
(0, 1) matrix with ri ones in row i (1 < i ,< n); then 
per A < n ri !lirz. 
Proof. We use induction on n; for n = 1 the theorem is trivial. Suppose 
the theorem has been proved for (n - 1) x (n - I)-matrices. We shall prove 
(per A)” wr A < ( fJ ri !l.,,),perA, 
which implies the above inequality. The proof consists of a number of steps 
(equalities and inequalities); we first give these steps and after that we justify 
each step. The variables i,,i, and k range from 1 to n. Let S be the set of all 
permutations v of (l,..., n) for which u~,,~ = 1 for all i = I ,..., n. So 
/Sl = perA. 
(per A)n per A E I]I (per A)Der A 2 7 (i-Per A n per A:’ ‘lfz) 
2 aib=l 
22 rI((IyI Q) . (Ij Per A%)) 
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EJ g ((y ri) . (y ( Ij rj !“‘j) . ( (J (rj - l)!l?‘Vi-“))) 
i#i i#j 
%YI =0 ajvi'l 
Explanation of the steps: 
(1) trivial; 
(2) apply the lemma (note that ri is the number of k such that ajIG = 1 
and per A = Ck,atk=l per &,); 
(3) the number of factors ri equals per A on both sides, while the 
number of factors per Ai, equals the number of v ES for which vi = k 
(this is per Ai, in case aik = 1, and 0 otherwise); 
(4) apply the induction hypothesis to each Aivi (i = l,..., n): 
(5) change the order of multiplication; 
(6) the number of i such that i # .j and ujy, = 0 is IZ - ri , whereas 
the number of i such that i +j and ajVi = 1 is rj - 1 (note that a,,, = 1 
and that the equality is proved for all fixed v and j separately); 
(7) and (8) are trivial. 1 
3. GENERALIZATIONS TO ARBITRARY NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 
Using essentially the same method one can find an upper bound for 
permanents of arbitrary nonnegative matrices. To this end define the function 
f on vectors by 
f(a) = ( lJ bo(bo + h,) . .. > 
l/uc+l)! 
(6, + b,, + ... + &J 1 
LEST 
where (b, ,..., 6,) is a permutation of (the entries of) the vector a such that 
6, > bj for i = I,..., k. 
Now f is stable under permutation of arguments and f(a, ,..., a, , 0) = 
f (4 ,..., a,). Repeating the arguments of the proof in Section 2 then yields 
the bound 
per A < fi f(aA 
i=l 
in which aj is the ith row of A. This upper bound applied to (0, 1) matrices 
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produces Mint’s upper bound, since f(l)..., 1,0 ,..., 0) = r!llr, where r 
is the number of ones. However, this bound is not very good. Brouwer 
observed that a sharper upper bound for permanents of nonnegative matrices 
can be obtained directly from Mint’s bound by the following method. First 
remark that the permanent function is linear on the rows (just as the deter- 
minant is), and that each row of a nonnegative matrix is a (nonnegative) 
linear combination of (0, I)-vectors. Now define 
g(a) := i (b, - bi+,)(i!)l/i 
i=l 
in which (b, ,..., b,) is a permutation of the entries of the vector a such that 
b, > ... 3 b, and b,+l = 0. Then 
per A < fi s(aJ 
i=l 
in which ai is the ith row of A. Again, specilized to (0, I)-matrices this upper 
bound passes into Mint’s upper bound. 
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